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Interacting electrons in flat bands give rise to a variety of quantum phases. One 

fundamental aspect of such states is the ordering of the various flavours – such as 

spin or valley – that the electrons can undergo and the excitation spectrum of the 

broken symmetry states that they form. These properties cannot be probed directly 

with electrical transport measurements. The zeroth Landau level of monolayer 

graphene with four-fold spin-valley degeneracy is a model system for such 

investigations, but the nature of its broken symmetry states – particularly at partial 

fillings – is still not understood. Here we demonstrate a non-invasive spectroscopic 

technique with a scanning tunneling microscope and use it to perform 

measurements of the valley polarization of the electronic wavefunctions and their 

excitation spectrum in the partially filled zeroth Landau level of graphene. We can 

extract information such as the strength of Haldane pseudopotentials that 

characterize the repulsive interactions underlying the fractional quantum states. Our 

experiments also demonstrate that fractional quantum Hall phases are built upon 

broken symmetry states that persist at partial filling. Our experimental approach 



 
 

quantifies the valley phase diagram of the partially filled Landau level as a model flat 

band platform which is applicable to other graphene-based electronic systems. 

When kinetic energy is quenched, interactions dominate electrons’ behavior. Thus, 

electronic bands with flat energy-momentum dispersion are fertile playgrounds for emergent 

quantum phenomena. A paradigm of flat bands is Landau levels formed in two-dimensional 

(2D) electron systems under a strong magnetic field1,2. When the LL filling factor 𝜈	(𝜈 =

2𝜋𝑛𝑙!
",	where 𝑙! = *ℏ/𝑒𝐵 is the magnetic length and n the carrier density) is an integer, 

Coulomb interactions give rise to quantum Hall ferromagnetism3,4, where certain isospins 

(such as spin or valley) or their coherent superposition within a LL are fully occupied. At 

partial fillings of Landau levels, a rich variety of strongly correlated electron states, including 

broken symmetry phases 5 6–9and fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states2,10,11, emerge due to 

many-body effects. The emergence of correlated phases is driven by a set of discrete 

energy levels, known as Haldane pseudopotentials (Vm) 12, which represent the energy cost 

for forming electron pairs with relative angular momentum m in partially filled Landau levels, 

where inter-electronic spacing is approximately quantized in units of √𝑚𝑙! . While the 

pseudopotentials provide a key to the understanding of the energetic competition between 

correlated phases, their direct measurement has so far been limited to GaAs 

heterostructures 13,14. In the zeroth LL (ZLL) of monolayer graphene, which has four-fold 

spin and valley degeneracy, early efforts focused on properties at integer fillings, with recent 

STM studies15–17 advancing the understanding of half-filled ZLL at charge neutrality by 

visualizing an intervalley coherent (IVC-Kekulé) ground state. However, less is understood 

about the nature of symmetry breaking at partial fillings of LL, where multiple orders, 

including single and multicomponent FQH states10 compete for the ground state. Spin-

polarized tunneling spectroscopy measurements of Landau levels in GaAs heterostructure 

devices18 have characterized spin polarization of various phases; however, in graphene’s 

ZLL the valley degree of freedom in addition to spin texture makes the possible broken 

symmetry states more complex. Magnon transport experiments19,20 on graphene probe the 

spin excitation spectrum across the phase diagram, but they are unable to probe valley 

polarization. Taking advantage of the correspondence between occupation of valley (K, K’) 

and sublattice (A,B) polarization, here we apply microscopy and spectroscopy with the STM 

to determine the nature of the ground state as well as the valley texture of the quasi-

particles excitation in ZLL of graphene, as function of filling. In this work, we go beyond all 



 
 

previous studies and identify the conditions under which spectroscopic measurements with 

the STM are non-invasive for fragile partially filled LL states, in which gaps are an order of 

magnitude smaller than integer fillings. This is confirmed by our ability to resolve Haldane 

pseudopotential energies for graphene in our spectroscopic measurements that are in 

excellent agreement with exact diagonalization calculations. Our data shows evidence for 

transitions between spin and valley polarized, valley unpolarized, and an intervalley 

coherent (IVC) states as function of filling in the ZLL. The appearance of FQH states, the 

presence of which we detect by their spectroscopic gaps, do not alter valley polarization at 

partial fillings thereby demonstrating that FQH states inherit the broken spin/valley 

symmetry of the neighboring states. 

 For our studies, we prepare ultra clean monolayer graphene devices (see methods 

in SI), with a hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) substrate on top of a graphite back gate and 

examine them in a homebuilt STM system as a function of gating and magnetic field (Fig. 

1a-b). With hBN on only one side of the monolayer graphene, the Coulomb interaction in 

our samples is enhanced as compared to the hBN-encapsulated graphene devices 

examined in transport studies. As in our previous study15 and given the absence of broken 

symmetry gaps in previous STM works16,21–31 we have found that preparation of sharp STM 

tips on a Cu surface prior to measurements on graphene results in no detectable tip-gating 

effect, as judged by the pinning of the ZLL to the Fermi level in the dI/dV spectroscopic 

measurements in the tip-sample bias versus gate voltage plots (Fig. 1b-c of ref. 15, for 

example). However, even in the absence of such gating effects, we have discovered that 

the tip may still modify the spectroscopic measurements and understanding of these 

phenomena is critical to measurements of the intrinsic properties of this low density 2D 

electronic system. Figure 1c and f shows spectroscopic measurements of the ZLL with two 

different tips, in which we see the expected Coulomb gap near the Fermi energy, gaps due 

to the broken symmetry states forming at filling	𝜈 = −1, 0, 1, gaps at some of the FQH states 

(see below) and the single particle gaps at 𝜈 = −2, 2. However, the tips display distinct 

spectroscopic features, especially at partial fillings. Measurements with such tips often show 

checkmark-like features on either electron-like or hole-like excitation near gapped states 

reminiscent of Coulomb blockade features in transport studies of gated devices32.   

To understand how the STM tips may be influencing our measurements, we utilize 

exact diagonalization techniques to calculate the excitation spectrum for a 2D electron gas 



 
 

in a magnetic field properly accounting for the isospin degeneracy under the assumption 

that the ground state is spin and valley polarized (see SI for details of calculation). Such 

calculations should accurately capture the experimental setting between 𝜈 = -2 to -1, where 

we are filling one flavor out of four in the ZLL. We can accurately match the spectroscopic 

measurements for the two different type of tips in Figure 1c and f with theoretical 

calculations (figure 1d and g), between 𝜈 = -2 to -1, provided we include in the calculations 

a local potential (on the magnetic length 𝑙!) to model the influence of the STM tip. For the 

tips in figure 1, we find that including a negative (-10 meV) or positive (+10 meV) amplitude 

local potential gives excellent comparisons between calculations and measurements in the 

range 𝜈 = -2 to -1. The model calculation not only captures the Coulomb gap near the Fermi 

energy (𝐸! = 0.62	𝑒"/𝜖𝑙# 
17) but more importantly, the details of the density dependence of 

the occupied and unoccupied density of states in the spectra for different tips at partial filling 

𝜈 = -2 to -1. Intuitively, we can understand the features in the spectra are influenced by the 

STM tips trapping either an electron or hole-like quasiparticle underneath the tip (Fig. 1e 

and i), the strength of which depends on the details of the impurity-like potential induced by 

the tip on the sample. 

 

Figure 1 Influence of the STM tip on LL spectra. (a) Device architecture, (b) A topographic map showing the 
moiré pattern from the hBN substrate. (c), (d), spectroscopy of the ZLL with an electron and hole doping tip 

respectively, example checkmarks near 𝜈	 = 0 gap have been indicated with arrows. (e), (f) exact 

diagonalization calculation including a negative and positive impurity potential under the STM tip for a single 

flavor LL, capturing the -2<	𝜈 <-1 range in the experiments. (g), (h) schematic of the tip-induced impurity 

potential for an electron and hole doping tip respectively.  

 



 
 

In addition to tips that induce “positive” or “negative” potentials, we have found that 

measurements with a third category of tips, which show neither of the checkmark-like 

features of the other tip-types but instead clear “sash”-like features near the Fermi energy 

(Figure 2a). This category of tips, which we call “neutral” tips, best reflect the intrinsic 

density of states as they show excellent comparison with the exact diagonalization 

calculation (between 𝜈 = -2 and -1) without any perturbing potential (figure 2d). The sash-

like features measured with neutral tips that are reproduced in our exact diagonalization 

calculations have been previously reported in tunneling spectroscopic measurements of the 

first LL in GaAs heterostructures and can be theoretical understood as signatures of the 

Haldane pseudopotentials seen in GaAs heterostructures 13,14 whose calculation has been 

generalized for monolayer graphene with four-fold isospin degeneracy 33. Detailed analysis 

of the features in the spectra (Figure 2e and g) can be used to extract the energy scale of 

the “Haldane sash” features as a function of the electron density and compare it to those 

from exact diagonalization calculations, as shown in Figure 2f. We find that the energy gap 

in the electron excitation spectra (∆#$#%), extracted by fitting a Lorentzian to the excitation 

peaks, in the density ranges 𝜐 = -2  and -1.5 and = -1  and -0.5 have magnitude and 

density dependence in agreement with the exact diagonalization calculations (figure 2f), 

giving us confidence that our measurements are probing the intrinsic properties of 

interacting electrons in the ZLL. The absence of Haldane sashes in “positive” or “negative” 

potential tips can be understood if we consider that the tip’s impurity potential to lift the 

orbital degeneracy of LL locally, thereby eliminating the strong interaction between the zero 

angular momentum state underneath the tip and other orbital states. It is noteworthy that 

despite the quantitative agreement in the extracted gaps from theory and experiment, the 

correspondence in spectral weight is often only qualitative, since the integrated density of 

states which is in principle proportional to the tunneling current in our measurements does 

not always follow the sum rule as function of filling (see SI Fig. 5). The sum rule is obtained 

only under the assumption that STM conductance is proportional to the electronic spectral 

function under the tip 34; however, the possibility that STM tunneling perturbs the quantum 

Hall fluid or other processes may also need to be considered. For example, phonon-

mediated inelastic tunneling processes which are commonly seen in STM measurements of 

graphene, and have not been included in calculations, can modify the spectral density of the 

STM spectra (SI Fig 5.a,b). Another complex behavior is that near 𝒗 =±2 where we 



 
 

sometimes observed Haldane sash behavior approaching the filled LL, where the sample is 

entering the insulating regime and tip-gating effects for some tips (Fig. 2a, also see SI Fig. 5) 

may influence the local doping.  

Using neutral tips, we also characterize the gaps in the tunneling density of states as 

function of electron filling, revealing both the gaps associated with broken symmetry states 

at 𝜈 = −1, 0, 1, as well as gaps of FQH states at 𝜈 = ± &

'
, ± "

'
,	and ±

1

3
. We extract the 

spectroscopic gaps by measuring the gate voltage interval in which the sample is in the 

incompressible FQH state, which can be determined from the high-resolution spectroscopic 

data in figure 2b. Assuming the chemical potential 𝜇	 = 		 (𝑁	 − 	𝐶𝑉*)/𝐶, where N is the total 

of charge in the system and C is the device capacitance, within a gapped state carrier 

density is constant and thus |∆𝜇| 	= 	 |∆𝑉*|	and spectroscopic features follow |dVg/dE| =1. As 

schematically depicted in figure 2c, the Coulomb gapped spectra is modified by the jump in 

𝜇 and ∆𝑉*  is thus a direct measure of the thermodynamic gap (∆) of the incompressible 

FQH state. The gaps at ⅓ fillings determined using this technique (see Fig. 2b) are all about 

7 meV.  After adjusting for the different dielectric environments and different quasi-particles 

involved in the transport and STM measurements, gaps measured with STM are 

comparable to thermodynamic gaps but clearly larger than transport measurements35,36(see 

SI for a quantitative comparison). This difference with transport measurements is partially 

expected due to charge fractionalization: the transport gap measures the energy of well-

separated quasiparticles of fractional charge e*, while STM spectroscopy measures the 

energy of  q = (e/e*) such quasiparticles injected directly under the tip. Furthermore, 

averaging out the gap for macroscopic areas of the sample in transport and capacitance 

measurements are more susceptible to disorder-induced broadening, which can soften the 

gap while local spectroscopy is less prone to bulk impurities. We can use another 

approximate method to detect the chemical potential jumps by extracting the energy range 

in which the current is less than a threshold value |I|=0.5pA (See SI Fig. 6 a and c). These 

jumps which resemble the Jain sequence seen in Corbino transport36 reveal even higher 

order fractional states such as 𝜈 = ± "

&
. While we can detect chemical potential jumps at 

higher order fractional quantum Hall states, rigorous determination of the gap size at these 

fillings is not feasible from spectroscopy due to broadening effects.  



 
 

 

 

Figure 2 Point spectroscopy of the ZLL with a charge neutral tip. (a) False color map of gate-tunable STS 

showing the ZLL excitation spectra in the -2<	𝜈 <2 filling range, arrow points to Haldane sash feature in the -2<	
𝜈 <-1 (b)Zoomed spectra near 𝜈 = -2/3.  The FQH gap is measured using the gate range withing the gap. 

Dashed lines trace a |dVg/dE| = 1 slope shifted in y axis to align with data. (c) Diagram showing peak positions 

in STS dat in green and the relationship between the tunneling gap (Δt), thermodynamic gap (Δ), and the 

Coulomb gap (Δc).  (d) Density of states obtained from exact diagonalization calculation for a single flavor 

quantum Hall system. (e)  Linecuts from (d) showing the spectra at selected fillings  (f) Extracted gap using 

Lorentzian fits to the electron excitation peaks forming the Haldane sash features in the -2<	𝜈 <-1 range (blue) 

and the -1<	𝜈 <0 range (red). Similar gap extracted from exact diagonalization simulation is shown in gray.  (g) 

Linecuts from (a), showing spectral features at constant fillings for comparison with theory (d).  

 

Having established our ability to perform measurements of intrinsic spectroscopic 

properties of graphene with neutral tips, we proceed to combine these measurements with 

spectroscopic mapping to identify the valley texture of electronic wavefunctions and 

excitation spectrum of the ZLL at all fillings. In these experiments, we measure dI/dV maps 

with atomic resolution over 9 nm2 square areas, as a function of tip-sample bias and gate 

voltage, obtained with a constant tip height to avoid any influence of STM feedback on the 

measurements.  Fourier analysis of such maps (examples in Fig. 3a-c) can be used to 

extract information about valley polarization and intervalley coherence from intensity of the 

graphene sub-lattice Fourier peaks (complex wavevectors G0, G1, G2) or when there are 

additional peaks (complex wavevectors K0, K1, K2) that correspond to tripling of the unit cell 

in the presence of intervalley coherent (IVC) states. These peaks correspond to the Kekulé 



 
 

pattern in the real space maps (Figure 3c). We can determine the sub-lattice polarization, Z 

which is related to the out of plane angle 𝜃 on the valley Bloch sphere (Figure 3g-h, where 

K and K’ valleys correspond to 𝜃 = 0o and 180o respectively for each spin spices) and can be 

computed from the Fourier analysis of the maps 𝑍 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) 	= 	−
$%&((/*)

√*
 where 𝜑	 =

	𝑎𝑟𝑔(𝑛(𝐺-). 𝑛(𝐺.). 𝑛(𝐺"))
 15. Z describes the normalized weight difference of the 

wavefunction on the A or B sub lattice in real space (ranging from 1 to -1 respectively). The 

intervalley coherence can also be characterized by the ratio of Kekulé peaks to those of 

graphene sublattice peaks and can be computed from the data 
!+

!,
=	

∑ |$-|
.
-	0	1

∑ |%-|
.
-	0	1

. As shown 

in figure 4, we can use this analysis to characterize the energy-resolved valley texture in 

terms of valley polarization and coherence. In displaying the energy-resolved valley texture 

as a function of filling (figure 4b and c), we use a minimum average conductance per map 

(0.17 nS), to exclude regions in which the density of states is too weak to be analyzed. 

 

Figure 3. Fourier analysis of constant height maps at representative fillings (a), (b), (c) current maps of 

the hole excitations taken in the 𝜈 = −1 gap, in 	𝜈 = −1	 + 	𝛿 where 𝛿 is a small number, and charge neutrality. 

(d), (e), (f) phase map of the Fourier transformed images, masked by the intensity of the peaks, n here is the 
complex Fourier amplitude. Gi and Ki (i = 0..2) represent the graphene and Kekulé reconstruction peaks. (g), 
(h), (i) Schematic of states in the valley Bloch sphere considering the two spin species marked by up and down 
arrows.  



 
 

   

 The data in Figure 4 has a wealth of information to understand the nature of broken 

symmetry states in ZLL, their excitation spectrum, and phase transitions between them, as 

function of filling (at 6T). Overall, both the energy-resolved (Fig. 4b) and energy-integrated 

(Fig. 4d) valley maps show an electron-hole symmetry, where hole-like excitation for 𝜈 <0 

exhibits valley polarization similar to the electron-like excitation for 𝜈> 0, we see 

polarizations mapping into each other when switching sign of 𝜈 and sign of voltage bias. 

The second feature is that low energy excitations switch valley polarization (Z<0, blue, Z>0 

red) across each quarter filling. Starting from 𝜈=-2, the influence of hBN substrate favors 

filling one sub-lattice over the other (Z<0 blue for occupied states) making a valley polarized 

CDW the ground state. In this regime, we can compare the valley texture of our excitation 

spectrum with our exact diagonalization studies, and find they have very similar features: 

hole-like excitations have only Z=-1 texture, while electron-like excitations show a more 

complicated valley dependence on energy. The details of this electron-like energy 

dependence can show some sample and tip variations (See SI Fig. 3), especially 

approaching insulating states at integer fillings, where our experiment deviates from 

calculations. Moreover, our energy-integrated electron-like excitation shows little or no 

valley polarization, a feature that is not in agreement with the theoretical expectation of a 

continuous increase of valley polarization from Z=0 near 𝜈=-2 to Z=⅓ at 𝜈=-137. In particular, 

it violates the spectral weight sum rule (2 + 𝜈)  Zh-excitation + (2 - 𝜈) Ze-excitation = 0, and must 

therefore be related to other processes not considered when modeling tunneling as sensing 

just the local density of state. At 𝜈	 =	 -1, when the broken symmetry state is gapped, we 

find however that Z=1/3 for electron-like excitation and Z=-1 for hole-like excitation, as one 

would expect for a valley polarized CDW ground state.  



 
 

 

Figure 4. Evolution of valley texture of the excitations with gate and bias (a) Valley texture obtained in 

exact diagonalization calculations corresponding to filling range of -2<	𝜈 <-1 (b) extracted valley polarization (Z) 

from 3nmx3nm maps in the -2<	𝜈 <2 filling range of the ZLL (c) Valley coherence strength identified by the ratio 

of Kekulé reconstruction (AK) and graphene’s (AG) peaks in Fourier space. (d) Valley polarization of the 
integrated density of states for the hole and electron excitations, using current maps with bias set outside the 

peaks. (e) Valley coherence of the integrated density of states, showing residual coherence outside the 𝜈 = 0 

gap.  
 

A surprising phase transition occurs as we dope the valley polarized state CDW 

state beyond the 𝜈	=-1 state, where there is a sudden loss of valley polarization for the 

occupied state, with hole-like excitation showing a jump from Z=-1 to 0. Examining the real 

space maps in this range (Figure 3b), we find that there is indeed density of states on both 

sublattices, without any intervalley coherence signal as characterized by AK/AG in figure 4e. 

This is indicative that at 𝜈	=-1 the system makes a sudden transition from the CDW phase to 

a valley unpolarized (VUP) state. One of the proposed candidates for the spin polarization 

of the ground state in the filling range just below 𝜈	=-1 is an antiferromagnet (AFM) as 

presumed in figure 3h, while other spin textures are also possible. The Coulomb interaction 

at this filling overcomes the sub-lattice potential created by hBN (see also discussion below) 

to suddenly make electrons occupy both sublattice sites in a VUP state. Upon additional 

filling, we find that the VUP state smoothly evolves into a state with intervalley coherence, 

with A_K/A_G reaching its maximum value in the gapped 𝜈	=0 state.  The smooth evolution 

between VUP and IVC-Kekulé states suggests the possibility that the system may enter the 

recently proposed canted-Kekulé state37, in which different spin flavors have different 



 
 

isospin orientation on the Bloch sphere describing their interval coherence. The electron-

hole symmetry of the data in figure 4, shows that the physics of 𝜈	>0 can be understood in 

an analogous way to that of 𝜈	<0.  

Finally, the absence of changes in valley polarization as we transition through 

various FQH states at partial filling (see Fig. 4d, and SI Fig. 9 for representative maps near 

𝜈  = -2/3) indicates that these phases are built upon broken symmetry states. It is likely that 

between 𝜈	=-1 to 1 the FQH state are multi-flavor, a fact that has been invoked38 in 

understanding the robustness of FQH in this regime as compared to filling between 1 <

|𝜈	| < 2. Our observation of differences in the fractional gaps in these two regimes is 

consistent with this possibility.  

We finally comment on the field dependence of our results (SI Fig. 1). In general, at 

low magnetic fields, the sublattice potential due to hBN overcomes the strength of the 

Coulomb interaction to drive the system valley and sublattice polarized CDW state. The 

transition we described above from CDW to VUP near 𝜈=-1 (or similar one involving hole in 

𝜈=+1), shifts to higher filling as the strength of the magnetic field is reduced. The other 

significant field dependence is the presence of IVC-Kekulé states at filling close to 𝜈=0, 

which extends to a slightly wider range of filling as the magnetic field is reduced. 

Measurements over different devices show that as the angle of lattice of the monolayer 

graphene with that of the hBN is increased, the Coulomb interaction overcomes the 

influence of hBN potential at lower fields (see SI Fig. 2b). Given the small 𝛥2! in the device 

under study (see SI Fig. 2a), 6T is a field range where Coulomb interactions are dominant 

and thus our measurements reflect the robust properties of the interacting electrons in the 

ZLL.  

Looking beyond monolayer graphene, the experimental techniques we have utilized 

in this work to determine the valley phase diagram of ZLL can be applied to both Bernal-

stacked bilayer39 and magic angle bilayer graphene (MATBG). Study of FQH states in 

graphene-based systems can now be significantly advanced as local spectroscopic 

measurements of the thermodynamic gap may overcome limitation of macroscopic average 

measurements that may more sensitive to disorder.  For MATBG theoretical studies40,41 

have proposed valley polarized, IVC, or more complex electronic states that have distinct 

atomic scale wavefunctions on the sublattice of the top layer of graphene in that system. 

Measurements such as those presented here on monolayer graphene would be able to 



 
 

discriminate between these different candidate state. Similarly, the valley texture of the 

excitations of MATBG, which we have measured for the ZLL quantum Hall ferromagnetic 

phases of graphene, could provide key information for understanding the physics of 

interacting electrons in MATBG42–47. In monolayer graphene, thus far theory has only 

attempted to capture the valley texture of the ZLL when only a single electron flavor is filled. 

Our work motivates extending such experimental measurements to MATBG, as well as 

future theoretical work to understand what implications the dependence of the valley texture 

on the electron density has for the wider isospin phase diagram. 
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